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ONLINE PROGRAM

Three weeks of watching over 150 poetry films, plus workshops, 
lectures, interviews, live streams, and an international award cere-
mony – all this awaits poetry film fans and online visitors of the 
new festival.



2.  SPECIAL PROGRAMS 3. STREAMING

1.   COMPETITION

Festival opening "Focus Africa"

Women in Resistance

Q&R with the Jury

Prize of the 5th Weimar Poetry Film Award

Q&R with the winners

World Mirror of Poetry

German-Language Poetry Films

Retrospective Tom Konyves 

The Cinema of Peter Böving

LGT Studio Concerts

The Art of Videohaiku

Bauhaus-Lecture by Helmie Stil

Bauhaus Poetry Shorts

Women in Resistance 

Fokus Africa 

5th Weimar Poetry Film Award

Winners of the Weimar Poetry Film Award
2016–2019

ONLINE-PROGRAM
*Schedule is subject to change



This year, the international competition received 470 entries from 
over 50 countries. The program committee nominated 24 of 
these short films. The international jury, consisting of Kathrin Till-
manns, Jan-Volker Röhnert, and Helmie Stil, will award the two 
main prize of 1000 Euro each for the best animated film and the 
best live-action film. The audience will have the opportunity to cast 
its vote online.

ONLINE PROGRAM

5th Weimar Poetry Film Award
COMPETITION



SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Focus AFRICA 

Women in Resistance 

German-Language Poetry Films

Retrospective Tom Konyves

World Mirror of Poetry

This year, our festival will be a forum for African poetry film. 
We present countries, positions, and centers of African video 
poetry. Interested in how poetry film in Africa can be taken fur-
ther, we will conduct interviews with Ebele Okoye, David-Simon 
Groß, and Diek Grobler, among others. The countries Mozam-
bique and South Africa will be focal points.

The "Women in Resistance" program demonstrates how much 
poetry films and video poetry are part of global poetic activ-
ism. Hardly any other topic has had such a definite impact on 
this year's entries for the Weimar Poetry Film Award as this 
one.

"¡Vivan las Antipodas! / Long live the antipodes!" was 
the title of a much-acclaimed documentary film by the 
Russian director Victor Kossakovsky years ago. 
Inspired by this film, we travel around the globe in 
leaps and contradictions in "World Mirror of Poetry" to 
capture a glimpse of the state of the world and poetry.

Only a few of the many outstanding entries can be 
entered into the competition each year. The program 
shows an additional selection of German-language 
movies and underscores the importance poetry film 
has gained in the short film world.

Peter Bövings "Klötzchenkino" 

"Klötzchenkino" (brick cinema) stands for artivist short 
film productions, emphasizing poetry film, AnimaDok 
& music film. Peter Böving is always conquering the 
world of animated film for himself. He has received 
more than 40 international film awards and has 
twice made it to the Berlinale. The program shows a 
selection from his award-winning oeuvre.

The Canadian writer, poet, video poet, and theorist 
of video poetry Tom Konyves is our guest of honor 
this year. His career began in Montreal in the late 
1970s. In 1978 he coined the term "Videopoetry" to 
describe his first interdisciplinary work, "Sympathies 
of War". Konyves is considered one of the pioneers 
of this art form.



Bauhaus-Lecture by Helmie Stil

Dutch film maker Helmie Stil, winner of the Weimar 
Poetry Film Award 2018 and member of this years 
jury, tells us about her personal view on poetry & 
film and work experience. She will show some of the 
films she produced over the years. Also you’ll see 
some behind the scenes and how to make a treat-
ment for a poetry film.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

LGT Studio Concerts

Challenged by the Corona Pandemic, the Literary Society of 
Thuringia recorded literary concerts for the first time on June 
17th at the Atomino Studio in Erfurt-Egstedt. Among the par-
ticipants were Alex Smalley, Christian Rosenau, Daniela 
Danz, Falk Zenker, Lucia Adam, Maria Antonia Schmidt, and 
Stefan Petermann. The videos were directed by Peter Böving.

Winners of the Weimar Poetry Film Award
2016–2019

We recall some of the artistic highlights of four 
festival years with the previous Weimar Poetry 
Film Competitions' winning films.

Bauhaus Poetry Shorts

Combining lyrical texts and moving images, es-
pecially animation, is of particular significance 
to the teaching at the Multimedia Narration at 
the Bauhaus University Weimar. In the last six 
years, many poetry films have been created, a large 
part of them in connection with the project "lab/p - 
poetry in motion" initiated by Ostpol e.V.

The Art of Videohaiku

Video haikus are small-format poetry films in which 
the form of the haiku is visually interpreted and 
adapted. During a workshop with the filmmaker Ana 
María Vallejo, the genre was explored artistically. In 
addition to the workshop results, the program shows 
video haikus and haibuns by the US-American artist 
and poet Dave Bonta.



LIVE-STREAMS

Opening "Focus Africa”

Women in Resistance

Q&A with the winners

Winner Ceremony of the 5th Weimar Poetry Film Award
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